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oh? did you upgrade? thanks btw np I've always liked how the terminal commands are
spaced so nicely in the terminal lordcirth, the commands and the output can be up to
1/4 the width of the terminal itself But it's not always clear what's going on when
there's no useful output if it's scrollable, the output can be horizontal in most
tmux sessions doug16k, yeah I suppose I'm used to screen that's kinda the default

though, tmux is a new thing it's like split terminals without the output Exactly But
even in screen it's easy to not have the output go to the right yes tmux should set
the framebuffer to be 256x80 or 256x100, dunno if it already does that in my case,
since I split using 4 splits of 80x20 each and have only two panes, that works fine
each pane can be up to 80 lines or so and I can scroll it That would be quite useful
I believe it's a configurable option the framebuffer is fixed though, so it's always
in a consistent position doug16k, I mean to maximize the vertical column It's not

always necessary to have it scroll, but it's nice to have it be resizable that's the
purpose of having tmux to have multiple splits of your screen for example I have two
splits, one split has a terminal up to the size of the screen, and the other split is

1/4 the size, that is my screen, but it's the size of the tmux terminal, with
scrollbar
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